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This outline is presented every year at the Colorado Water Congress' Annual
Fall Water Law Seminar. First prepared and presented by Mr. Brown in 1981, Ms.
Sperling has carried on the tradition since 1991. The outline is not meant to be comprehensive, and is not to be relied on to delineate the intricacies of Colorado law as it
applies to underground water but, as intended by the authors, should serve as an introduction and a framework for focused research.
: Ms. Sperling is a shareholder of Moses, Wittemeyer, Harrison and Woodruff,
P.C. Mr. Brown was former counsel to and shareholder of Moses, Wittemeyer,
Harrison and Woodruff, P.C., where he devoted a substantial part of his water practice
to quantitative ground water law.
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I. COLORADO GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT ACT
The first major comprehensive Colorado statute to deal exclusively
with groundwater was the 1965 Colorado Ground Water Management Act ("1965 Act").' The 1965 Act established a procedure for
"designating" ground water within the state. It also created the Colorado Ground Water Commission to regulate and administer designated ground water. There are currently eight designated ground
water basins, all of which are located in eastern Colorado.
When it was originally adopted, the 1965 Act contained thirty-eight
subsections. Only one of the subsections was applicable to non-designated ground water. The 1965 Act has since been amended, most
notably in 1985 by Senate Bill 5. However, it still contains only a few
subsections that are applicable to both designated and non-designated ground water within Colorado.
II. DESIGNATED GROUND WATER
A. Classification
If ground water satisfies either of two statutory definitions, the
Ground Water Commission can designate it, thereby removing it
from both the administrative jurisdiction of the State Engineer
and the judicial jurisdiction of the Water Courts.
1. Definitions
In order for ground water to be subject to designation, it
must meet either of two statutory definitions:

1. Colorado Ground Water Management Act, ch. 319, 1965 Colo. Sess. Laws 1246
(codified at COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 37-90-101 to -143 (1997)).
2. Those eight basins are as follows: Upper Crow Creek, Lost Creek, Kiowa-Bjou,
Upper Black Squirrel, Upper Big Sandy, Northern High Plains, Southern High Plains and
Camp Creek (seediscussion infra at I. 1.a.i.).
3. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-90-103(6) (a) (1997).
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a. Definition 1
"'Designated ground water' means ground water which
in its natural course would not be available to and required for the fulfillment of decreed surface rights ..
Example
That part of the Ogallala Formation remote from discharge areas, as in the Southern High Plains.
DefinitionalProblems
i. Can any so-called "connate" water ever qualify under this test? After the passage of sufficient time
(e.g., millennia) most ground water eventually contributes to surface flows.
Colorado Revised Statutes section 37-90-10.5 provides
that the statutory definition of "nontributary ground
water" (see discussion infra at III.A.2.) applies to post1984 basins. One post-1984 basin, Upper Crow
Creek, has been designated to date. Pursuant to Rule
4.2.19 of the Designated Basin Rules,4 (see discussion
infra at II.B.2.), the statutory definition of nontributary ground water now also applies to those designated basins established before January 1, 1985 (Lost
Creek, Kiowa-Bijou, Upper Black Squirrel, Upper Big
Sandy, Northern High Plains, Southern High Plains
and Camp Creek).
ii. If ground water which satisfied this test at the time
of basin designation subsequently becomes necessary for the fulfillment of decreed surface rights because of man-altered conditions, does it then fail to
qualify?
Example
The depletion of Ogallala discharge to live streams
in Northeastern Colorado (e.g., North Fork of the
Republican River).
b. Definition 2
"'Designated ground water' means ... ground water in

areas not adjacent to a continuously flowing natural
stream wherein ground water withdrawals have constituted the principal water usage for at least fifteen years

4.

2 COLO.CODE REG. § 410-1 (effective May 1, 1992).
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preceding the date of the first hearing on proposed
designation of the basin ......
Examples
The Upper Black Squirrel Creek, the Kiowa and Bijou Creeks, and the Upper Big Sandy Creek.
Definitional Problems
i. Does "adjacent" mean something less inclusive than
"hydraulically connected to"? If so, what is the legal
standard of adjacency?
ii. How is the "principal water usage" to be documented - by annual or cumulative diversions, by
numbers of diversion structures (i.e., ditches and
wells), or by relative amounts of irrigated acreage?
2. Significance of Designation
a. Physical Significance
Ground water that is either physically tributary to, or nontributary to, surface streams can qualify for designation;
designated ground water basins are essentially legal-political boundaries, and not necessarily coincident with
hydrologic boundaries.' For example, Colorado Revised
Statutes section 37-90-106(4) prohibits any further designation of any portions of the Dawson-Arkose, Denver
and Arapahoe aquifers and most of the Laramie-Fox
Hills aquifer. For the foreseeable future, the rural eastern 47% of these aquifers will remain within previously
formed designated basins while the urbanized western
53% will remain undesignated.6
b. Administrative Significance
Upon the creation of a designated basin, the initiation,
protection and transfer of ground water rights comes
5. Note that the Ground Water Commission must alter the boundaries of designated basins when new information supporting such alteration becomes available.
COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-90-106 (1997). Furthermore, the Commission is typically entitled to make the decision as to whether a particular well is producing designated
ground water (thereby subjecting it to the administrative jurisdiction of the Commission), rather than non-designated ground water (water which is instead within the
administrative authority of the State Engineer). See Pioneer Irrigation Dists. v. Danielson, 658 P.2d 842, 843-44 (Colo. 1983); State ex rel. Danielson v. Vickroy, 627 P.2d 752,
756 (Colo. 1981); but see Ground Water Comm'n v. Shanks, 658 P.2d 847 (Colo. 1983).
6. There is a special statutory exception under which a specific, remote portion of
the Laramie-Fox Hills Aquifer might be designated as part of the Upper Crow Creek
Designated Ground Water Basin. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-90-106(4) (b) (1997).
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under the jurisdiction of the Ground Water Commission,
a twelve-member board appointed by the Governor pursuant to a statutory formula weighted heavily towards agricultural interests. The Ground Water Commission
meets at least quarterly. The Commissioners are unpaid,
but do receive compensation for their expenses. The
bulk of the Commission's day-to-day work is carried out
by the State Engineer who acts ex-officio as its Executive
Director. The State Engineer is in turn assisted by a small
professional staff.
Once a designated basin is formed, resident taxpaying
electors have the option to petition the Ground Water
.Commission to conduct an election on whether to form a
ground water management district in any part of the basin. A management district is a quasi-municipal corporation akin to a water and sanitation district. Management
districts have taxation powers (including the authority to
impose limited ad valorem and well capacity levies), regulation powers (including the doubtful authority to prohibit the exportation of designated ground water to
points outside the ground water management district),
research capability, and rather vague, untested powers
concerning the administration of designated ground water aquifers that allow administration in a manner that is
other than by strict adherence to the priority system. To
date, the management districts that have been formed
cover most of the eight existing designated basins. They
act principally as the Commission's local enforcement
arms and enforce the Commission policies and orders.
They also promulgate local technical rules that govern
the use and transfer of ground water. The management
districts have become involved in a variety of technical
enforcement disputes (including attempts to prohibit
exportation) They have also acted in cooperation with
Ground Water Commission and United States Geological
Survey research projects. To date, management districts
have not attempted to promulgate curtailment regulations directed at existing wells that would preserve or extend declining ground water resources. The reasons for
this are primarily twofold: 1) their staffs and budgets are
wholly inadequate for the task, and 2) it is politically unpopular to promote such programs at the local level.
7. No attempt is made here to canvass the numerous legal problems that can crop
up in the formation, alteration, or dissolution of ground water management districts,
nor to inventory the scope of their statutory powers. However, Senate Bill 69, enacted
on June 7, 1979, significantly strengthened the potential authority of management districts by delegating to them certain of the Ground Water Commission's powers upon
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c. Judicial Significance
Once a ground water basin is designated, any legal disputes with the Ground Water Commission and/or the
ground water management districts are heard in the district court of the county in which the dispute arose, not in
the Water Courts. In the case of an appeal from a rule
adopted by the Ground Water Commission, the case is
heard in Denver District Court.8 A single district judge is
appointed annually as "designated ground water judge"
for each designated basin 9 (just as a single water judge
has presided over all non-designated water matters in
each water division since the passage of the Water Right
Determination and Adjudication Act of 196910).
B. Initiation, Allocation and Protection of Designated Ground
Water Rights.
1. Small Capacity Wells
Subject to those rules in the Colorado Code of Regulations,"
and further subject to ground water management district
rules and regulations, 12 the State Engineer can approve permits for certain types of wells that do not exceed 50 gallons
per minute (gpm) and 5 acre-feet (at) per year without meeting the substantive test enumerated for each designated basin
in the Designated Basin Rules (see discussion infra at II.B.2).
Ground water management districts now have authority to
enforce the condition in small capacity well permits.13
2. Large Capacity Wells
Numerous questions concerning the initiation and allocation
of ground water rights for wells in designated basins (other
than small capacity wells) were comprehensively addressed by
the Ground Water Commission's adoption of the Rules and
Regulations for Management and Control of Designated
Ground Water ("Designated Basin Rules"). 4
the issuance of final permits. S. 69, 52nd Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1979). See COLO.
REv. STAT. § 37-90-130(2) (1997). However, the actual exercise of this enlarged
authority has been slow to follow.
8. CoLO. REv. STAT. § 37-90-115(1)(a), (2) (1997).
9. Id. § 37-90-115(1)(b)(V).
10. Id. § 37-92-203(2).
11. 2 COLO. CODE REG. 402-4 (effective November 1, 1991).
12. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-90-105 (1997) (as amended by H.R. 98-1151, 61st Leg.,
2nd Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1998), enacted onJune 1, 1998).
13. COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-90-130(4) (adopted in 1998 as part of H.R. 98-1151, 61st
Leg., 2nd Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1998), enacted on June 1, 1998).
14. 2 COLO. CODE REG. 410-1 (effective May 1, 1992). Certain provisions of the Designated Basin Rules were incorporated into the 1965 Colorado Ground Water Management
Act by the Legislature in H.B. 98-1151, 61st Leg., 2nd Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1998), enacted
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a. Application of the Designated Basin Rules
The Designated Basin Rules apply to all designated
ground water (including designated ground water in
the Denver Basin bedrock aquifers), but not to designated ground water that is permitted to be withdrawn
through small capacity wells.
b. Summary of the Designated Basin Rules
1) Definitions (Rule 4).
2) New appropriations from all aquifers except Denver
Basin and other bedrock aquifers (Rule 5.2).
i.

Northern High Plains - new appropriations limited to 40% of the water in storage within the
saturated materials over a 100 year period (Rule
5.2.2.2).

ii. Southern High Plains- new appropriation permitted if does not unreasonably impair any existing
water rights (Rule 5.2.3.2).
iii. Kiozia-Bijou - overappropriated, no new appropriation allowed unless accompanied by an approved replacement plan (Rule 5.2.4.2).
iv. Lost Creek - some areas overappropriated, no
new appropriation allowed in those areas unless
accompanied by an approved replacement plan;
in other areas, new appropriation permitted if
does not unreasonably impair any existing water
rights (Rule 5.2.5.2).
v.

Upper Black Squirrel - overappropriated, no new
appropriation allowed unless accompanied by an
approved replacement plan (Rule 5.2.6.2).

vi. UpperBig Sandy - new appropriation permitted if
does not unreasonably impair any existing water
rights (Rule 5.2.7.2).
vii. Camp Creek - new appropriation permitted if
does not unreasonably impair any existing water
rights (Rule 5.2.8.2).
on June 1, 1998.
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viii. Upper Crow Creek - some areas are overappropriated, no new appropriation allowed in those areas
unless accompanied by an approved replacement
plan; in other areas, new appropriation permitted
if does not unreasonably impair any existing water rights (Rule 5.2.9.2).
3) New appropriations from the Denver Basin bedrock
aquifers (Rule 5.3) - designated ground water in the
Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe and Laramie-Fox Hills
aquifers must be allocated by the Ground Water
Commission on the basis of the ownership of the
overlying land. 5 The rules adopted by the Commission for allocation of designated Denver Basin
ground water are substantively the same as the rules
adopted by the State Engineer for allocation of Denver Basin ground water outside designated basins (see
discussion infra at III.B.1.).
4) New appropriations from bedrock aquifers other
than the Denver Basin aquifers (Rule 5.4).
5) Water quantity requirements for issuance of new
permits for irrigation use - 2.5 af per acre for all aquifers in designated basins except the Southern High
Plains, where the amount is 3.5 af per acre (Rule 5.5).
6) Replacement plan provisions (Rule 5.6).
7) Specific yield values (Rule 5.7).
8) Recapture of artificial recharge (Rule 5.8).
9) Replacement well permits - replacement wells must
be constructed within 200 feet of the original site for
bedrock aquifer wells and within 300 feet of the
original site for wells in all other aquifers, unless a
lesser distance is specified by the management district
rules (Rule 6).
10) Change of rights to designated ground water (Rule 7)
(see discussion infra at II.D.).

15. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-90-111(5) (1997); COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-90-107(7) (a)
(adopted as part of H.B. 98-1151, 61st Leg., 2nd Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1998) and enacted

onJune 1, 1998).
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3. Well Permits
Well permits in designated ground water basins require
completion of the well within one year and application of the
resulting ground water to beneficial use within two additional
years. The completion deadline may not be extended beyond six months, and the beneficial use deadline apparently
may not be extended at all. These initial permits are termed
"conditional." Despite long Commission practice to the contrary, the Colorado Supreme Court held in Thompson v.
Ground Water Commissionr6 that conditional permits do not indefinitely reserve an allocation of ground water to the permittee. Shortly thereafter, in Kui ter v. Warren and Berens v.
Colorado Ground Water Commission, the court held that the
amount of ground water constituting a protectable appropriative water right is only that amount which was actually put
to beneficial use during the life of the conditional permit.
The court required the Commission to issue final permits
quantifying actual beneficial use, and to use such quantifications to determine whether there is unappropriated water
available for new wells, rather than the Commission's typically more generous conditional permit allocations. Final
permits issued by the Commission thus serve a function
analogous to that of absolute decrees issued by the Water
Court. Under certain conditions, final permits are no longer
required for wells in the Dawson,
Denver, Araphahoe and
18
Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers.
C. Administration of Designated Ground Water Rights
1. As Against Surface Rights
As indicated supra at II.A.l.b., the definition of designated
ground water encompasses some ground water which would
otherwise satisfy the legal test of tributariness. Controversy
has arisen over whether the pumping of wells in designated
basins can be curtailed to satisfy downstream senior surface
rights and, if so, whether they are subject to curtailment by
the Ground Water Commission or instead by the State Engineer. In either event, if curtailment is ever ordered, some
sprinkler-irrigated farmland in the eastern High Plains may
have to revert to dryland unless replacement plans are devised to protect the calling seniors.

16. Thompson v. Colorado Ground Water Comm'n, 575 P.2d 372 (Colo. 1978).
17. Kuiper v Warren, 580 P.2d 32, 35 (Colo. 1978); Berens v. Colorado Ground
Water Comm'n, 614 P.2d 352, 353-54 (Colo. 1980).
18. CoLo. REv. STAT. § 37-90-108(3) (a) (II) (added by H.B. 98-1151, 61st Leg., 2nd
Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1998), enacted on June 1, 1998).
19. See, e.g., Pioneer Irrigation Dists. v. Danielson, 658 P.2d 842 (Colo. 1983).
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2. As Between Wells
Elaborate but potentially ambiguous statutory mechanisms
exist for the enforcement of priorities amongst designated
basin wells. However, the Ground Water Commission has yet
to seriously attempt any regulation of permitted junior wells
regardless of their depletive effect upon each other or upon
supplies available to senior wells.
D. Change of Designated Ground Water Rights
1. As Between Wells
Changes of well locations are now governed by Rule 7.3 of
the Designated Basin Rules. Rule 7.3.5 prohibits any change
in the location of a well that is more than 1/2 mile from the
original permitted site. Wells located in the Northern High
Plains Basin come under an exception to this rule-those
wells may not be relocated more than 300 feet from the
original permitted site pursuant to Rule 7.3.421

Changes in

location that are within one-half mile of the original site will
be approved only if the change does not cause material injury
to other water rights. The primary factor to be considered by
the Ground Water Commission in making this determination
is the historical use of the well.
2. As to Type, Place and Time of Use
In 1978, the Colorado Supreme Court held in Cherokee v.
State and in W-Y Ground Water Management District v.
Goeglein2 3 that the Ground Water Commission has exclusive
jurisdiction over such requests in the absence of an overlying
ground water management district, and has at least concurrent jurisdiction with the local management district where
one exists.
Formal standards to be applied to proposed

20. One case which initially held out the promise of resolving the issues surrounding calls between wells in designated basins was Colorado Ground Water Comm'n v. Dreiling, 606 P.2d 836 (Colo. 1980). In its initial opinion, the court held that a priority system amongst such wells does operate in the basins, but that opinion was subsequently
withdrawn, and the Court finally determined to remand the issue to the trial court
rather than deciding it sua sponte. The case was later settled out of court.
21. Appeals of these rules are pending in the following Denver District Court cases:
Eagle Peak Farms, Ltd. v. Colorado Ground Water Comm'n, No. 92CV0626, slip op. at
2 (Denver County Dist. Ct. July 16, 1997); and Eagle Peak Farms, Ltd. v. Colorado
Ground Water Comm'n., Case No. 97CV2439 (Denver County Dist. Ct. filed April 30,
1997).
22. Cherokee Water Dist. v. State of Colorado Ground Water Comm'n, 585 P.2d
586 (Colo. 1978).
23. W-Y Ground Water Mgmt. Dist. v. Goeglein, 585 P.2d 910 (Colo. 1978).
24. COLO. REV. STAT. § 3 7 -9 0-1I1(1)(g) (1997) (added in 1979, this statutory section can be read as having eliminated the management districts' concurrent jurisdiction, if it ever existed).
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transfers of type, place and time of use are now set forth in
the Designated Basin Rules:
a. Change of description of irrigated acres (no increase in
acreage) (Rule 7.4).
b. Increase in permitted acreage (Rule 7.5).
c.

Commingling of water from two or more wells (Rule 7.6).

d. Change of type of use (with or without export from a
designated basin) (Rule 7.7).
e.

Change of annual volume of appropriation (Rule 7.8).

f. Increase in pumping rate in gpm (Rule 7.6).
Generally, the primary factor to be considered by the Ground
Water Commission in determining whether requested
changes can be approved is the historical use of the well or
wells for which the change is sought. SeeRule 7.10.
3. From Surface Diversions to Wells
Occasionally, surface diverters whose lands are within designated basins seek to transfer their surface rights to new
wells, particularly as the proliferation of wells in those basins
causes a decline in surface flow available at their headgates.
Controversy remains as to their right to do so, with the
Ground Water Commission sometimes treating such requests as if they were the last in a long line of permit applications for new wells which have been denied because of an
absence of unappropriated water. On the other hand, the
surface diverters make the argument that they own vested
property rights to previously appropriated water, and are
merely seeking to do that which, in the absence of a change
of administrative jurisdiction to the Commission, clearly
would have been permissible. Changes from surface diversions to wells are not addressed in the Designated Basin
Rules.

I. NON-DESIGNATED GROUND WATER
A. Classification
Non-designated ground water remains within the administrative
jurisdiction ofthe State Engineer and within the judicial jurisdic-
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tion of the Water Court. Such ground water falls within three legal subcategories:
1. Tributary Ground Water
Ground water in outside the Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe and
Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers is considered legally "tributary" to
a natural stream if its withdrawal will deplete the flow of a
natural stream within 100 years of the time of pumping to the
extent of 0.1% of the annual rate allowed to be pumped.2 5 In
the absence of clear and convincing proof to the contrary, all
ground water in Colorado is presumed to be tributary.26
Definitional problems
What water courses qualify as "natural streams"? While
the law offers little guidance, it is clear that the stream
need not have continuously flowed in a state of nature.
However, there must be a 2hysically discrete and defined
channel or drainage way. Additionally, the fact that a
stream system may have no outlet because natural evapotranspiration exceeds recharge does not disqualify it as a
natural stream. 8
Examples
Alluvial ground water tributary to Monument Creek;
ground water stored in joints and faults in the Pikes Peak
fractured granite; Denver Basin ground water located
near the contacts of these aquifers with Monument Creek
or its alluvium where the statutory test for nontributariness is not met. Note that under the statutory definition
of nontributary ground water, it does not matter whether
the impact of a pumped well on a natural stream is "direct" (i.e., where the ground water would, in the absence
of the pumping, have flowed toward the stream) or "indirect" (i.e., where the ground water would not have flowed
toward the stream under natural conditions, but the effect of pumping is nevertheless to deplete the stream by
lowering the gradient from the aquifer toward the
stream).

25. COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-90-103(10.5) (1997) (enacted as part of Senate Bill 5, S.
5, 55th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1985)). For historic background to this statutory
definition, see District 10 Water Users Ass'n v. Barnett 599 P.2d 894 (Colo. 1979), and
Kuiperv. Lundvall 529 P.2d 1328 (Colo. 1974).
26. Safranek v. Town of Limon, 228 P.2d 975 (Colo. 1951). But see COLO. REV.
STAT. § 13-25-127(1) (1997) (stating that in all civil actions, presumably including water matters, the burden of proof shall be a simple preponderance of the evidence).
27. In reGerman Ditch & Reservoir Co., 139 P. 2 (Colo. 1913); Haver v. Matonock,
244 P. 914 (Colo. 1926).
28. COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-82-101(2) (1997).
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2. Nontributary Ground Water
Ground water is considered legally "nontributary" if its withdrawal will not deplete the flow of a natural stream within 100
years of the time of pumping to the extent of 0.1% of the annual rate allowed to be pumped.Y
Example
Ground water in the Denver Basin formations that is at
an appreciable distance from the discharge areas of those
formations.
3. Not-Nontributary Ground Water
Ground water in the Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe and
Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers that does not satisfy the legal definition of nontributary 0
4. Significance of Classification
a. Nature of Property Rights
Prior to 1963, it seemed clear that nontributary ground
water was merely one hydrologic category of "developed
water" (i.e., water which, but for specific human efforts,
would never have become part of surface flows, and
which therefore legally became the private property of
the developer free from the demands of senior tributary
rights). In 1963, the Colorado Supreme Court decided
the landmark case of Whitten v. Coit,3which purported to
hold that such ground water belonged exclusively to the
owner of the overlying surface estate, subject only to the
doctrine of reasonable use. In 1973, the legislature
amended the 1965 Act with Senate Bill 213,32 which further constrained the use of the ground water to that volume of water in storage underlying the landowner's
property, and to a rate consistent with a 100-year economic useful life. Numerous questions arose concerning
the validity, effect and interpretation of the amendment,
and their importance was underscored by the huge number of claims filed with all seven Water Courts on the last
business day of 1978 by several small groups of individuals. Many of these claims contended that Senate Bill 213
unconstitutionally required land ownership or control as
a qualification on use, and that only a prior appropria29. COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-90-103(10.5) (1997).
30. Id. § 37-90-103(10.7).
31. Whitten v. Coit, 385 P.2d 131 (Colo. 1963).
32. S. 213, 49th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1973) (formerly codified at COLO. REV.
STAT. § 37-90-137(4)).
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tion system free of such constraints could satisfy that part
of the Colorado Constitution guaranteeing the right to
appropriate the waters of all "natural streams. 3 These
claims were the subject of the Colorado Supreme Court's
1983 decision in State v. Southwestern Colorado Water ConIn Huston II, the Court
servation Distric 4 ("Huston I').
principally held:
i.

Landowners do not own nontributary ground water
by virtue of their ownership and occupation of the
overlying surface estate. To the extent it indicated
otherwise, Whitten v. Coit was overruled.

ii.

Nontributary ground water is not subject to the constitutional doctrine of prior appropriation as set forth
in Article XVI, section 6, of the Colorado Constitution, but instead is subject to the "plenary control" of
the legislature in accordance with any minimally rational resource allocation scheme it might establish
from time to time.

iii. Rights to nontributary ground water cannot be adjudicated in the Water Court under the 1969 Water
Right Determination and Administration Act.
iv. As of 1983, nontributary ground water was subject
only to the provisions of Colorado Revised Statutes
section 37-90-137 including the specific criteria set
forth in subsection 137(4) (that section added by
Senate Bill 213), which was held to be a constitutional
enactment.
Huston IInecessarily reached only the most fundamental
property issues surrounding nontributary ground water.
Major questions remained unresolved, including:

33.

i.

What rate of development should be permitted in
each nontributary aquifer?

ii.

What administrative and judicial structure best promotes any desired level of use or nonuse?

COLO. CONST. art XVI,

§

6.

34. State v. Southwestern Colo. Conservation Dist., 671 P.2d 1294 (Colo. 1983) (referred to as Huston fin order to distinguish it from its procedural precursor, Southeastern Colo. Water Conservancy Dist. v. Huston, 593 P.2d 1347 (Colo. 1979)).
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iii. What amount, if any, of stream depletion resulting
from the pumping of minimally tributary aquifers
within 100 years of the time of pumping should be
disregarded as "de minimis"?
iv. What relief does a decreed or permitted rate of flow
and/or annual volume provide (in terms of the right
to drill supplemental wells or to curtail neighboring
wells) after the artesian pressure of a nontributary
aquifer inevitably is eliminated and individual well
yields (and water tables) thereafter slowly decline?
v. What different rights, if any, do pre-Senate Bill 213
wells (wells not then restricted to an annual volume
of pumpage based upon either surface ownership or
consent or a 100-year economic useful life) have visa-vis post-Senate Bill 213 wells when well yields inevitably decline?
From the Colorado Supreme Court's announcement of
its initial holding in Huston 11 (issued July 18, 1983) until
the Governor's approval of Senate Bill 5 (June 6, 1985),
all of the foregoing questions, and many more, were hotly
debated in professional and political circles. Senate Bill 5
then resolved the following major issues concerning nontributary and not-nontributary ground water:
The 100-year/0.1% depletive effect test for determining whether ground water is nontributary was
adopted.
ii. The determination of whether specific ground water
in the Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe and Laramie-Fox
Hills aquifers is nontributary shall be made assuming
the existence of water table conditions (i.e., no artesian pressure) and regardless of actual conditions.
The determination of whether ground water in any
other aquifers is nontributary shall be made using actual aquifer characteristics (i.e., including artesian
pressure to whatever extent it exists).
i.

iii. All of the ground water in the Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe and Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers and the Dakota
aquifer 5 will hereafter be allocated on the basis of a
100-year aquifer life and land ownership or consent
35. These provisions no longer apply to the Dakota aquifer after the enactment of
H.R. 96-1044, 60th Leg., 2nd Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1996) (amending COLO. REv. STAT. §
37-90-13(4) (a)).
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of the landowner, specifically including the portions
of those aquifers that may later prove to be not-nontributary (i.e., fail to meet the 100-year/0.1% depletive effect test) 36
iv. The determination by the Water Court of the amount
of augmentation water required to compensate for
the depletive effect of Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe
and Laramie-Fox Hills wells determined to3 7be notnontributary shall be based on the following:
(a) Owners of not-nontributary Dawson aquifer
wells shall be required to replace the actual depletions from pumping of the wells based upon
aquifer conditions (including artesian pressure,
if any) in existence at the time of the decree.
(b) Owners of not-nontributary Denver, Arapahoe
and Laramie-Fox Hills aquifer wells shall be required to replace depletions as follows:
(i) For wells located within one mile of the aquifer or stream contact, actual depletions
shall be replaced assuming water table conditions (even where artesian conditions may
exist).
(ii) For wells located beyond the one mile band,
the replacement amount during pumping of
the wells shall be a flat 4% of the annual
amount of withdrawal. Replacement of depletions occurring after pumping permanently
ceases is also required to the extent such depletions will be injurious; if the Water Court is
in doubt as to whether they will be injurious,
it must retain jurisdiction for an appropriate
period following the cessation of pumping

36. The nature of a landowner's rights to ground water in the Dawson, Denver,
Arapahoe and Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers prior to obtaining a Water Court decree or a
well permit was further defined by the supreme court in companion opinions issued

on September 23, 1996 in Smith v. Walker, 924 P.2d 155 (Colo. 1996), and in Bayou
Land Co. v. Talley, 924 P.2d 136 (Colo. 1996); see also Chatfield East Well Co. v. Chat-

field East Property Owners Ass'n, et al., No. 97SA52 (Colo. April 20, 1998).
37. These requirements will be replaced by more stringent requirements between
July 1, 1999 and July 1, 2002, under the provisions of S. 96-074, 60th Leg., 2nd Reg.
Sess. (Colo. 1996), enacted on June 1, 1996, as amended by S. 98-201, 61st Leg., 2nd
Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1998) (enacted on June 1, 1998); see CoLo. REv. STAT. § 37-90137(9)(c.5) (1997).
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during which specific terms of post-pumping
augmentation may be reconsidered.3
(c) Owners of tributary wells in aquifers other than
the Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe and LaramieFox Hills aquifers shall continue to replace their
depletions to whatever extent the Water Courts
determine necessary to prevent material injury
to other water rights under the ordinary standards for plans for augmentation.
v. The reduction and eventual elimination of artesian
pressure and the lowering of pumping levels thereafter do not per se constitute material injury to Denver Basin wells and other nontributary and notnontributary wells.
vi. The State Engineer may adopt rules and regulations
requiring nontributary wells in the Dawson, Denver,
Arapahoe and Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers outside designated basins to relinquish up to 2% of their pumpage to the affected stream, but only to the extent
necessary as additional protection to senior surface
rights and if adopted prior to December 31, 1985.
Such relinquishment would be a requisite of the well
permit and would not require Water Court approval
of a plan for augmentation. See infra at III.B.l.a. for
a more detailed discussion of the 1985 "Statewide
Nontributary Ground Water Rules" which, inter alia,
contain this 2% relinquishment requirement.
vii. The State Engineer may, at any time, adopt additional rules and regulations to prescribe reasonable
criteria and procedures for the application for, and
the evaluation, issuance, extension and administration of well permits for wells in the Dawson, Denver,
Arapahoe and Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers outside designated basins. These rules and regulations may, for
example, prescribe presumptive aquifer characteristics (i.e., specific yield, saturated thickness and transmissivity), criteria for permit extension, criteria for
well siting and spacing, etc. Presumptive aquifer
characteristics once promulgated will bind the Water
Court's fact-finding effort unless rebutted by any
party. See infra at III.B.l.b. for a more detailed discussion of the 1986 "Denver Basin Rules."
38. Danielson v. Castle Meadows, Inc., 791 P.2d 1106 (Colo. 1990).
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viii. Owners of permits issued pursuant to Senate Bill 5
shall be entitled to permits for any number of additional wells that may be required to maintain the
original lawful rate of withdrawal, so long as those
additional wells are on the property which is owned
by, or whose owner has given consent to, the permit
39
owner.
ix. By following certain special and complex procedures,
municipal and quasi-municipal water suppliers may
be deemed to have obtained the "implied consent" of
some or all of the landowners within their boundaries
as of January 1, 1985 to withdraw ground water from
the Dawson, Denver, Arapahoe, Laramie-Fox Hills or
Dakota aquifers underlying those lands.
Due to the lack of data, the lack of political consensus
or the lack of demand, Senate Bill 5 did not undertake
to resolve a number of other questions that can be expected to arise in future years as development proceeds, including the following:
i.

The adequacy of replacement water for depletions
by not-nontributary wells under Colorado Revised
Statutes section 37-90-137(9) (c).
(a) May nontributary ground water be used at all?
(b) If so, must applicants make advance provision for
the ultimate exhaustion of such replacement water supplies?
(c) If so, what degree of advance provision will be required?
(i) Up-front acquisition of maximum potentially
required amount of senior surface rights?
(ii) Mandatory future proposal of substitute replacement supply under retained jurisdiction 41?

39. See Willows Water Dist. v. Mission Viejo Co., 854 P.2d 1246 (Colo. 1993) (construing this provision of Senate Bill 5 in the context of a non-landowner application

for additional wells without the express consent of the landowner).
40. See COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-90-137(8) (1997).
41.

See id. § 37-92-304(6).
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(iii)Surety or other financial undertaking?
(iv) Undefined decretal obligation to continue
adequate replacement as long as depletions
continue?
ii. What is "reasonably available" water service within the
meaning of Colorado Revised Statutes section 37-90137(8)?
iii. At what point, if any, is dominion over return flow or
effluent from nontributary and not nontributary
ground water lost so42 that reuse and successive use are
no longer possible?
iv. Upon what basis (e.g., abandonment, lack of full historic use, etc.) if any, may the Water Court impose a
volumetric limit on pre-Senate Bill 213 wells which
were decreed without such a limit?
v. The validity of pre-1969 Act decrees of the District
Courts purporting to adjudicate nontributary wells in
light of Huston IIand Senate Bill 439 .

vi. The proper procedure, if any, for the determination
of nontributary surface water rights, and the effect of
prior decrees purporting to adjudicate such rights, in
light of Senate Bill 5.
vii. Under what circumstances can the Denver Basin aquifers be artificially recharged and the artificially recharged water be extracted? The State Engineer has
since adopted rules and regulations governing the extraction of water artificially recharged into the Denver Basin aquifers."
In addition, an entirely new set of factual and legal issues
have emerged from the application of fairly well set Senate Bill 5 principles to specific fact situations. The drafters of Senate Bill 5 generally agreed that any attempt to
resolve all such controversies in advance would be prema42.

See Public Service Co. v. Willows Water Dist., 856 P.2d 829 (Colo. 1993) (hold-

ing that dominion over nontributary ground water return flows from lawn irrigation
was not lost when the water was used by customers of a water district).
43. S. 439, 54th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Colo. 1983) (amending COLO. REV. STAT. § 3792-203(1)).
44. 2 COLO. CODE REGS. § 402-11 (effectiveJuly 1, 1995).
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ture, futile and probably counterproductive. A special
water committee was created by the legislature to investigate Denver Basin ground water management and various South Platte River issues, and to make recommendations for legislation as part of Senate Bill 96-074, enacted
on June 1, 1996. An interim committee to study water
and land resources issues was created in 1997 by Senate
Joint Resolution 97-33. Legislation to address some of
the currently unresolved Denver Basin issues may result
from the work of these committees.
b. Judicial Jurisdiction
Tributary ground water disputes have been heard by the
seven Water Courts since their inception in 1969. The
Water Courts have now been given clear jurisdiction over
nontributary ground water disputes as well.45
B. Initiation, Allocation
Ground Water Rights

and Protection

of

Non-designated

1. Nontributary and Not-Nontributary Ground Water
Numerous technical issues surrounding the initiation and
allocation of these rights are currently controlled by the
Statewide Nontributary Ground Water Rules and the Denver Basin Rules adopted by the State Engineer pursuant to
provisions of Senate Bill 5.
a. Statewide Nontributary Ground Water Rules

46

1) Apply to all ground water from the Dawson, Denver,
Arapahoe, and Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers (except
those portions lying in existing designated ground
water basins).
2) Summary of contents:
i.

45.

Definitions (Rule 4).

In Southwestern Colorado Water Conservation District the Colorado Supreme Court

held that the Water Courts lacked such jurisdiction because they were not clearly empowered by statute to address nontributary ground water, thereby threatening the validity of hundreds of decrees previously entered by them. State v. Southwestern Colo.
Water Conservation Dist., 671 P.2d 1294 (Colo. 1983) (the court issued its opinion on

July 18, 1983). In prompt response thereto, the legislature enacted Senate Bill 439 on
October 11, 1983, which validated such decrees and expressly established the jurisdiction of the Water Courts. Senate Bill 5, enacted on June 6, 1985, ratified and continued the Water Courts' jurisdiction.
46. 2 COLO. CODE REGS. § 402-7 (effective March 2, 1986).
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ii. Information required to be submitted with well
permit application (Rule 5).
iii. Processing of well permit application (Rule 6).
iv. Information required to be submitted after issuance of well permit application (Rule 7).
v.

Determination of allowed annual amount of
withdrawal (Rule 8).
(a) 100-year aquifer life and "banking" provision
(Rule 8.A.).
(b) Formula for determination of allowed annual
amount of withdrawal (Rule 8.B.).
(c) "Cylinders of appropriation" to be used to determine extent of prior reservation by preSenate Bill 213 wells (Rule 8.C.).
(d) Specific yield determination provisions (Rule
8.D.).
(e) Saturated aquifer materials determination
provisions (Rules 8.E. and 9).

vi. Geophysical log requirements (Rule 9).
vii. Well location (Rule 11).
(a) Must locate well on some part of overlying
land (Rule ll.A.).
(b) Can withdraw water underlying 2 or more
noncontiguous parcels without drilling wells
on each parcel under certain circumstances
(Rule 11.B.).
(c) Must drill within 200 feet of permitted location (Rule 11.C.).
viii. Permits for additional wells (Rule 12).
ix. Replacement permit for
completed wells (Rule 13).

existing

multiply-
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x. Well field provisions (i.e., unitization) (Rule 14).
xi. Metering and reporting requirements (Rule 15).
b. Denver Basin Rules47
1) The rules apply, in addition to Statewide Nontributary Ground Water Rules, to the Denver Basin aquifers, whether nontributary or not-nontributary (except to those portions lying in existing designated
ground water basins).
2) Summary of Contents:
i.

Maps specifying location of nontributary ground
water (Rule 5 and accompanying figures).4

ii. Table of presumptive specific yield values (Rule
6.A.).

iii. Maps specifying saturated thickness (Rule 7 and
accompanying figures).
iv. Nontributary wells limited to 98% consumption
(Rule 8).
v. Severance of Arapahoe aquifer into Upper and
Lower Arapahoe Aquifers in portions of Jefferson, Arapahoe and Adams Counties (Rules 4.A.6.,
4.A.7., 7.D., 7.E. and 10).
2. Tributary Ground Water
Prior to 1969, few wells were adjudicated, and there was no
widespread recognition thatjunior tributary wells were legally
subject to regulation (i.e., curtailment) by strict enforcement49
of the priority system at the behest of senior surface rights.
The 1969 Water Rights Determination and Administration
Act allowed wells to be filed for adjudication prior to July 1,
1972 without postponement of priority date, despite the prior

47. 2 COLO. CODE REGS. § 402-6 (effective December 30, 1985).
48. Senate Bill 96-074, enacted on June 1, 1996, effectively limited the location of
nontributary ground water to the locations shown in these maps notwithstanding the
effects of pumping after 1986.
49. For the earliest known case establishing this principle, see McClellan v. Hurdle,
33 P. 280 (Colo. Ct. App. 1893).
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failure to adjudicate them in a timely fashion. 0 Non-exempt
wells filed for adjudication since that date obtain priority
dates within the calendar year of filing.
New, relocated and supplemental wells may only be drilled
after issuance of a well permit by the State Engineer's office."
A well is statutorily defined broadly as any structure or device
used for the purpose or effect of diverting ground water for
beneficial use, thereby including within its terms many
streambed galleries, sumps, spring collection boxes, and sand
and gravel pits. Before issuing a permit, the State Engineer
must find that the pumping of the requested well will not result in material injury to existing water rights, including exempt wells. A statutory presumption that no injury will be
caused to other wells attaches to certain classes of exempt
wells. 3
a. Exempt Wells
The most significant category of exempt wells for which
permits are currently issued on a regular basis are wells
flowing 15 gpm or less for in-house use and the outside
watering of domestic animals only (i.e., no lawn watering,
car washing, etc.) outside of a platted subdivision. Exempt wells exclusively used for fire-fighting purposes are
required to be kept capped and locked until needed.
Recently, considerable controversy has arisen over the
standing of exempt well owners to protect the water
rights for their wells from injury in Water Court proceedings. The Colorado Supreme Court addressed this question in some detail in Shirola v. Turkey CaTion Ranch Limited Liability Company.5 4 The court held that the owner of
an exempt well has standing to hold an applicant for water rights to "strict proof' in a Water Court proceeding,
but that the exempt well owner cannot assert injury to his
exempt well water right until he has obtained a Water
Court decree confirming the water right for his well or
filed a Water Court application for adjudication of the
water right for his well before filing a statement of opposition to another water user's application.

50. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-92-306 (1997).
51. Id. § 37-90-137(1).
52. Id. § 37-90-103(21).
53. See id. § 37-92-602. Note that even this presumption is rebuttable under section
37-92-602(3) (b) (1), so that there no longer are any categories of well permits which
are granted as a matter of right.
54. Shirola v. Turkey Cafion Ranch Ltd. Liab. Co., 937 P.2d 739 (Colo. 1997).
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b. Non-exempt Wells
The shortage of surface flows available to senior surface
rights throughout most of the state is such that the State
Engineer routinely denies most well permit applications
for new non-exempt wells in tributary aquifers. Permits
for relocated, alternate point and supplemental wells are
sometimes granted, but proof of the existence and historical use of a prior decreed, permitted or registered
well must be shown, and the applicant must typically
comply with strict spacing, drilling, casing, capping and
metering requirements.
In most of the tributary drainage basins of the South
Platte, Arkansas and Rio Grande river systems, the only
direct way to obtain new non-exempt well permits is to
acquire senior surface irrigation rights, permanently retire the historically irrigated lands and contribute the water thus freed up to the stream to offset future depletions55
to streamflow that will result from the new pumping.
Such projects are termed "plans for augmentation,"56 and
will generally only be approved by the Water Court after a
lengthy, complex and expensive process of hydrologic investigation and engineering, negotiation with objecting
water users and litigation with those parties unwilling to
settle. Augmentation plans, out of the innovation
sparked by necessity, are often highly sophisticated, incorporating real-time computer models requiring continuing data collection from observation wells, well meters, Parshall flumes, stream gauges, weather stations, and
55. See Fox v. Div. Engineer for Water Div. 5, 810 P.2d 644 (Colo. 1991); Bohn v.
Kuiper, 575 P.2d 402 (Colo. 1978). Another, less uniformly applicable approach,
called "over-pumping", involves the scheduled pumping of tributary ground water to
the stream at such times and in such amounts so as to satisfy all downstream senior
appropriators, but with the ensuing stream depletions accruing to the stream thereafter at times when there are no downstream calls for water by such seniors. This approach is no longer viable on the Arkansas River but is still-used on the lower South
Platte River, particularly by GASP (see infra at III.C.2.). A potentially promising augmentation approach, the reduction or elimination of naturally occurring consumptive
use resulting from artificial drainage projects or the eradication of phreatophytes, has
been specifically disapproved by both the supreme court and the legislature. See
COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-92-103(9) (1997); Giffen v. State, 690 P.2d 1244 (Colo. 1984);
R.J.A., Inc. v. Water Users Ass'n of Dist. No. 6, 690 P.2d 823 (Colo. 1984); Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy Dist. v. Shelton Farms, Inc., 529 P.2d 1321 (Colo.
1974). Note, however, that while it also may be currently possible to obtain well permits for a limited duration after securing approval of the Division and State Engineers
to a temporary substitute supply plan under Colorado Revised Statutes section 37-80120, there is a question as to whether that authority was repealed by implication by the
1977 legislature when it enacted Senate Bill 4, a bill which expressly repealed the temporary augmentation plan approval authority of the State Engineer (formerly codified
at COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-92-307 (1977)).
56. COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-92-103(9) (1997) (construed in Kelly Ranch v. Southeastern
Colo. Water Conservancy Dist., 550 P.2d 297, 303-04 (Colo. 1976)).
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lysimeters. Under the 1977 and 1981 amendments to the
1969 Act, the Water Courts must retain continuing jurisdiction over such plans,5 although the duration and
scope of such jurisdiction is discretionary with the Water
Judges, and frequent and rather substantial monthly
(sometimes daily) reporting requirements are imposed
upon the augmentor.
C. Administration of Non-designated Ground Water Rights
1. Exempt Wells
Exempt wells are exempt from administration within the priority system.58 They are, however, subject to curtailment for
violation of permit conditions.
2. As Against Surface Rights
a. Tributary Ground Water
In the South Platte, Arkansas and Rio Grande drainages,
the depletion of surface flows historically available to senior surface rights caused by high capacity non-exempt irrigation wells (primarily wells drilled since the drought of
the early 1950's) became so substantial by the late 1960's
as to politically compel the conjunctive administration of
ground water and surface water rights under a single priority system. The State Engineer's early attempt to selectively curtail well pumping in the Lower Arkansas Valley
for the benefit of injured surface rights was rejected by
the supreme court in 1968 in Fellhauer.59 The court held
that any such curtailment must be preceded by written,
uniform rules and regulations which will result in a reasonable lessening of material injury to surface rights
while minimizing, to the extent possible, inconvenience
and economic dislocation to well owners.
Subsequent attempts by the State Engineer to curtail
well pumping have met with mixed success.
1) The South PlatteRiver Valley
In the South Platte Valley, rules and regulations requiring a multi-year phase-in of total curtailment of
57. COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-92-304(6) (1997).
58. But see Shirola v. Turkey Cafion Ranch Ltd. Liab. Co., 937 P.2d 739 (Colo.
1997) (creating some ambiguity concerning whether an exempt well continues to be
exempt from administration within the priority system after a Water Court decree is
obtained for the well).
59. Fellhauer v. People, 447 P.2d 986 (Colo. 1968).
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unaugmented pumping were imposed by consent decree in 1974 after a settlement was reached by all substantial water user interests. Many well users obtained
decrees from the Water Court approving plans for
augmentation to allow continued pumping of their
wells. Other well users, especially those on the lower
South Platte,joined the Ground Water Appropriators
of the South Platte ("GASP") and have continued to
pump their wells under the auspices of GASP's temporary substitute supply plan which has been approved annually by the State Engineer since the early
1970's. GASP has not yet filed an application with the
Water Court for approval of its well augmentation
plan and its current "temporary" plan, unlike a Water
Court-approved plan, replaces only a fraction (perhaps 20%) of the total delpletions to surface flows
caused by its member wells.
2)

The Arkansas River Valley
In the Arkansas Valley, the State Engineer's first
(1973) set of rules and regulations curtailed pumping
only four days a week and were implemented without
protest.6' However, the State Engineer's subsequent
(1974) initiative to extend the curtailment to seven
days a week was later rejected by the Colorado Supreme Court, which held that sufficient operating
experience had not yet been obtained under the
1973 partial curtailment plan to justify total curtailment.62 In December 1985, the State of Kansas commenced suit against the State of Colorado in the
United States Supreme Court alleging violations of
the 1949 Arkansas River Compact6 by Colorado, including depletions of the usable and available state
line flows by post-compact wells in Colorado. The
trial in the case was bifurcated into a liability phase
and a remedies phase. Following a lengthy trial on
the liability issues, the Special Master, in July 1994,
filed his recommendations concerning that phase of
the case with the U.S. Supreme Court. The Special
Master concluded "that post compact pumping in
Colorado has caused material depletions of the us-

60. For a comparative discussion of GASP's temporary augmentation plan and
other well augmentation plans on the lower South Platte, see LawrenceJ. MacDonnell,
Colorado's Law of "UndergroundWater": A Look at the South Platte Basin and Beyond, 59 U.
COLO. L. REv. 579 (1988).
61. These regulation were adopted after Fellhauer.
62. Kuiper v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co., 581 P.2d 293 (Colo. 1978).
63. CoLo. REv. STAT. § 37-69-101 (1997).
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able Stateline flows of the Arkansas River, in violation
of the Arkansas River Compact"' and recommended
that the Supreme Court so find. The immediate effect of the Special Master's Report was the implementation of a program by the State Engineer to measure
well pumping in the Arkansas River basin. In May,
1995, the
Supreme
Court upheld the ruling of the
•
65
Special Master. The remedies phase of the case is
now underway. In response to these developments,
the State Engineer adopted amended rules and regulations governing well pumping to replace the existing 1973 rules and regulations. The amended rules
impose a full-time augmentation requirement on all
wells in the Arkansas Valley. On appeal to the Division 2 Water Court, the rules were upheld.6
3) The San Luis Valley
In the San Luis Valley, the State Engineer originally
proposed rules and regulations to curtail well pumping in the watersheds of the Rio Grande and Conejos
Rivers so as to satisfy both downstream surface rights
and the entitlements of the states of New Mexico and
Texas under the Rio Grande River Compact.6 ' An extensive trial resulted in a decision by the Water Judge
that rejected the proposed rules en toto. On appeal,
the Colorado Supreme Court affirmed this result, including that portion of the Water Judge's decision
which held that owners of senior surface rights
should no longer be entitled to automatically compel
the curtailment of interfering junior wells where the
seniors have reasonable physical and economic capacity to drill and pump their own wells in lieu of obtaining their supplies from such curtailment."' Accordingly, after eight years of continuous litigation,
the proposed rules were remanded to the State Engineer for consideration of the reasonableness of a possible ground water development precondition on
calls by senior surface rights. Whenever the State En64. Special Master Report, July 1994, Kansas v. Colorado and United States, No.
105 Original, U.S. Supreme Court, Vol. II, p. 263.
65. Kansas v. Colorado, 514 U.S. 673 (1995).
66. Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Judgment and Decree, In the Matter of
Amended Rule and Regulations Governing the Diversion and use of Tributary Ground
Water in the Arkansas River Basin, Colorado, (Dist. Ct. Water Div. 2, Colo. 1996) (No.
95-CW-21 1).
67. COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 37-66-101 to -102 (1997). See generally Kuiper v. Gould, 583
P.2d 910 (Colo. 1978).
68. Alamosa-LaJara Water Users Protection Ass'n v. Gould, 674 P.2d 914 (Colo.
1983), (overrulingKuiper v. Well Owners Conservation Ass'n, 490 P.2d 268 (1971)).
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gineer completes the review of the rules and proposes
any desired modifications, it is conceivable that protests to the Water Court and appeal therefrom may
consume another three to five years.
In 1988, the Colorado Supreme Court was faced with a
different, though very common conjunctive use problem.
Frequently, sand and gravel mining activities cause the
exposure of alluvial ground water to the atmosphere, and
the resulting evaporative loss depletes the stream during
periods of shortage to the detriment of downstream water rights. The court held that new sand and gravel mining activities that result in such depletions will require a
well permit.5 The statutory codification of the well permit requirement provides clarification as to which sand
and gravel pits need well permits and augmentation
plans.

Because of the limited and imperfect experience with
conjunctive use rules and regulations, and because of
the frequently shifting political and economic winds, it
is difficult to predict the long term future course of
conjunctive administration of surface water and ground
water in Colorado. Undoubtedly, it will be an intensely
fought, complex and expensive battle.
b. Nontributary and Not-Nontributary Ground Water
Withdrawal of nontributary and not-nontributary ground
water is not subject to administration in accordance with
the priority system.7"
3. As Between Wells
a. Tributary Ground Water
In 1961, the Colorado Supreme Court held in City of
Colorado Springs v. Bender 2 that a senior well is entitled to
have junior wells withdrawing from the same aquifer curtailed during times of shortage only if the senior has
made a reasonable means of effectuating his diversion
and still remains unsatisfied. Whether a means of diversion is "reasonable" is to be measured against the eco-

69. Zigan Sand & Gravel, Inc. v. Cache La Poudre Water Users Ass'n, 758 P.2d 175
(Colo. 1988); Three Bells Ranch Associs. v. Cache La Poudre Water Users Ass'n, 758
P.2d 164 (Colo. 1988).
70. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-80-137(11) (1997) (effectiveJuly 15, 1989).
71. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-92-305(11) (1997).
72. City of Colorado Springs v. Bender, 366 P.2d 552 (Colo. 1961).
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nomic capability of the particular senior to fully penetrate the aquifer.73
Since Bender, there has been relatively little controversy
between tributary wells, probably due to the fact that ordinary well spacing practice tends to minimize well-towell interference. This is not true of certain mountain suburban areas where increasing demands have outstripped
the poor supplies of fractured granite or tight sedimentary aquifers.
b. Nontributary and Not-Nontributary Ground Water
Notwithstanding the announcement of the long-awaited
1983 opinion in Huston /,l 4considerable legal controversy
remained until the enactment of Senate Bill 5 over the
degree of protection which must be afforded existing
nontributary wells from the unavoidably depletive effect
(in terms of pumping head and static water level) of proposed new wells in the same formations. This controversy
was particularly intense in the Denver Basin where economically beneficial artesian conditions are being diminished with the development of new wells and the continued pumpage of old wells. This was then resolved by
Senate Bill 5 (supra at III.A.4.a.).
D. Change of Non-designated Ground Water Rights
1. Tributary Ground Water
a. As Between Wells
Existing wells may be relocated or supplemented with
the permission of the State Engineer. However, the
State Engineer will typically withhold approval in cases
involving a requested move of more than 200 feet until
the Water Court first reviews and approves the proposed change of water right. Such transfers may involve the imposition of a number of physical restrictions as conditions of approval by the State Engineer of
the replacement, alternate point or supplemental well
permits.
b. From Surface Diversions to Wells, and as to Type, Place,
and Time of Use
Statutory mechanisms exist for transferring the point of

73. Bender, 366 P.2d at 556.
74. State v. Southwestern Colo. Conservation Dist., 671 P.2d 1294 (Colo. 1983).
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diversion of surface rights from existing headgates, spring
collection systems and streambed galleries to pumped
wells. 75 Permits for the proposed new wells will not ordinarily be granted by the State Engineer prior to the issuance of a Water Court decree approving the new wells as
either permanently fixed, alternate or supplemental
points of diversion. The Water Court will generally grant
such a decree only after it is satisfied that the new wells
will be operated under such protective terms and conditions as may be required to prevent material injury to any
other water rights. In the absence of such a transfer decree, a new well may not operate under the decreed priority of another structure under the guise of being a de
facto alternate point of diversion.76
2.

Nontributary and Not-Nontributary Ground Water
Few such transfers have been requested to date, and those
that have been requested have been handled on an ad hoc
basis by the State Engineer's office and the Water Courts.

75. However, it should be noted that such changes may involve the forfeiture of the
valuable right to divert water under natural gravitational head. See COLO. REV. STAT. §
37-92-502(2) (1997); but seeAlamosa-LaJara Water Users Ass'n, 674 P.2d at 914.
76. Broyles v. Ft. Lyon Canal Co., 638 P.2d 244, 250 (Colo. 1981).

Although we divide water law in this country into those states that
utilize riparian law, those states that employ the law of prior appropriation, and those states that depend on some combination of both (the
"hybrid" states), every state has its own unique system of water management. Since 1969, much of Colorado's water has been regulated
pursuant to the Water Right Determination and Administration Act of
1969. In celebration of the upcoming thirtieth anniversary of the 1969
Act, the Water Law Review plans to dedicate its 1999 Spring issue to the
topic of water regulation systems that exist throughout the country,
and welcomes article submissions that address the various state water
management systems - their birth, their implementation, and their
successes and failures to meet past, present and future needs.
In anticipation of the Spring 1999 issue, the following essay provides some history behind the passage of Colorado's 1969 Act, and
puts into context two of Colorado's more celebrated cases, and some
of its more infamous legislation.

